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colossus and the east west libraries are a valuable resource that will greatly extend your
compositional abilities. they are also fun to play. all of the samples are very well-done and are

extremely easy to work with, even for someone who is a novice at recording. i recommend these
collections to anyone who wants to get their feet wet. when i first began to work with colossus, i
realized i needed a good set of snares. i didn't know where to start. i asked the east west team
about this and they recommended colossus. it has all the snares i need. to get the best out of
east west's sample libraries, you should create a set of patches in a typical manner and save

them as a kit, then copy these kits to the sampled folder as a preset. this will give you a set of
midi data that you can use as a template for editing any midi performances or sequences you

create. the sibelius reference guide is a good starting point for writing your own midi
performances, and the east west library files will help you get to grips with the complex midi

data structure. next up is the 'colossus' section. this is where the main effects for the instrument
are contained, and it offers some of the most impressive effects i've seen on any sample player.

these include the legendary 'quantum leap' effect, which is a fair bit of fun to play with and
produces some wonderful tape-like sounds. the sampled percussion library is primarily a

collection of vintage toms, vibraphones, maracas, congas, bass drums and the like. in addition,
there is a rather under-rated set of sampled orchestral percussion from a project called quantum

leap orchestral percussion but they are definitely not in the league of the recorded drum kits.
again, no staccato performances, but the recorded percussion is so good that one could imagine

that at least some staccato performances are available.
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as with colossus, the colossus drum set is also being released to coincide with colossus, the huge
8gb sample library from eastwest. the colossus drum set will be available from eastwest music, on

the 29th of april. the colossus drum set will also be available to purchase from eastwest music at the
end of april. east west have just announced the release of colossus, a huge 8gb sample library of
multisampled instruments. colossus will be available from april, and will be available to purchase

from eastwest music. eastwest colossus - the 8gb sample library from multisampled instruments and
the brand new tempest drum sampler. colossus will be available from the 29th of april, and will be

available to purchase from eastwest music. the sampling rates for quantum leap sd2 - the next
generation have been carefully chosen to ensure that they are all within the recommended sampling
rate range in the quantum leap sd2 - the next generation documentation. this reduces the need to

use sample rate conversion plug-ins in order to use the samples within your own daw. quantum leap
sd2 - the next generation is intended for the retail market. it is only available from our retail partner

future music distribution. there is no financial benefit to you if you purchase it directly from east
west. we cannot be responsible for any issues that you may have with this product, which is only

available from retail. quantum leap sd2 - the next generation is sold in the uk and europe only. it is
distributed in the us by future music distribution. there is no financial benefit to you if you purchase

it directly from east west. we cannot be responsible for any issues that you may have with this
product, which is only available from retail. 5ec8ef588b
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